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Dear Reader,

“You can safely restore the puppy-like behavior of your old or
injured dog in just one or two weeks.” When nine out of ten dog
owners read that statement, their minds glaze over and they say
“Yeah, right. I don’t believe it.” That’s understandable. 

Many dog people have tried other products like prescription
medications because they were told it would help their dogs. What
those people didn’t know was the dangerous side effects these
medications were silently causing inside their dog…until it was
too late and the damage had been done. Or they give their dog
glucosamine but aren’t sure if the stuff even works (not too well
as I’ll show you in a minute).

So now their dogs never will get better because they’ve been
burned by wild advertising claims before and they refuse to
consider any new possibilities. They’ve lost all hope that
anything will help their dog.

But I’m looking for that one dog owner in ten who’s as crazy
about dogs as I am and open minded enough to say: “Okay, I’ll
give you two minutes for my dog’s sake…prove it.” 

If you’re that one dog owner, what I’m going to reveal to you

World-Renowned Veterinarian
Reveals Scientific Breakthrough
That Transforms Old and Injured
Dogs Into “Puppies”—Without
Medications or Glucosamine

Want to ease your dog’s discomfort and restore their youthful behavior 
so they can be an active, tail-wagging family member again?

“I’ve been practicing veterinary medicine for over 30 years and
I’ve never seen anything as safe and effective as this new,
scientifically developed formula. Prescription medications can be a
problem because of their side effects. And most other natural
products like glucosamine don’t work fast or completely enough.
But every single dog I’ve put on DGP has shown results, usually in
7 days or less…with no side effects.” 

Dr. Kim McKellar, internationally acclaimed 
veterinarian and a specialist in treating 
mobility issues in dogs slowed down by age 
or injury.

WARNING: Which of these 12 symptoms on page 2 does your dog have?è

Dr. McKellar sees results in 
7 days or less with DGP.
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today could change your dog’s
life…maybe even save its life. Not
by some kind of magic. But because
of the dedication of some of the
world’s most renowned veterinarians
and herbalists who are just as
nuts about dogs as you and I are. 

And because I’m so sure this
breakthrough will work on your
dog, I’m willing to let you try it
without risking a single red cent—
so you can prove to yourself what
I say is true. 

Here’s what this is all about.
This stunning discovery happened
because of some thoroughbred
horses in Australia. Why horses?
Because in Australia, horse racing
is big business. Those expensive
purebred horses often end up with
injuries that slow them down and
make them lame. Many of the top
veterinarians in Australia were
trying to figure out safe, natural
ways to resolve those problems so
these magnificent animals could
run at full gallop again. 

So, some researchers and master herbalists went into the lab and
began experimenting by blending several specific, handpicked herbs
together. These herbs had been used and relied upon for centuries by
Aborigines (the original inhabitants of the Outback in Australia)
because of their potent and soothing relief of joint and leg
discomfort. 

Two days is all it took…and the doctor could 
already see a positive change in his dog

When the veterinarians gave the formula to the horses, these
animals began making miraculous recoveries. This news led famed
veterinarian Dr. Kim McKellar to ask a simple question: “If this
works so well on horses, I wonder if it would work for my worn out
13-year-old black Lab Tom?”

The herbalists and researchers tweaked the formula so it would be
suitable for testing on Dr. McKellar’s dog. Did it work? Did it ever!
After they saw how well it worked, they named the herbal blend DGP
for Dog-Gone Pain.  Here are the actual field notes from Dr.
McKellar’s journal before DGP and after DGP: 
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Dr. McKellar has now given DGP to hundreds of dogs for over three
years with almost a 100% success rate…and no side effects. 

This is awesome news for you and your dog
Imagine what a wonderful turn of events this could be for you and

your dog. Picture yourself strolling around the neighborhood or park
again with your dog. How many times have you wished you could
experience the sheer joy of seeing your furry friend chase a ball,
stick, or Frisbee again? And if you have several dogs, now they can
pal around together again.

Yes, DGP really works like gangbusters on slow, lame, or limping
dogs. It goes light years beyond anything else that has ever been on
the market for dogs. In fact, here are…

14 unique reasons why DGP is the 
ultimate formula for dogs in discomfort

Those top herbalists and researchers who developed DGP have
discovered that it provides all of the following life changing
benefits to dogs…

1. There’s visible progress in as little as 7 days.
2. Helps to relieve aching joints so your dog feels comfortable.
3. Nourishes the joints and muscles to increase joint mobility.
4. No adverse side effects.
5. Aids digestion and gastrointestinal function.
6. Soothes inflammation.
7. It’s easy to feed (most dogs eat DGP right out of their 

owner’s hand).
8. Revitalizes your dog and restores youthful behavior.
9. Ingredients have been safely used for thousands of years. 
10. Supports degenerated joints and connective tissue.
11. It’s been formulated and rigorously tested by leading 

researchers and veterinarians.

severe
Before DGP:

                                  

Tom has trouble getting onto his feet due to back
pain and is reclusive in nature and spends his time under a tree
watching the traffic go past and basically contributes nothing to the
family. He has lost all interest in his surroundings and I dearly miss his
company. There is pain on extension of the elbow joints, and he will
become aggressive when the joints are manipulated.

After DGP:

     

On DGP Tom rejoined the family and physically greets
all arrivals to the property, bounces and wags his welcome. Capable of
walking and keen and willing to join a walk, in fact he has become a
young dog again. He has been on DGP for 15 18 months without side
effects. He relapses after 48 hours of no DGP and literally becomes
a wreck. 
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12. Replaces less effective and potentially harmful products. 
13. Helps ease your pet’s stress and improves their attitude 

(less worry for you!).
14. Boosts immune system function to give your dog’s body 

ultimate protection.
As you can see, DGP is far more than just a formula for a dog’s

aching joints. And that’s why so many dog owners around the world are
reporting their dogs seem happier and more youthful.

Sound too good to be true?
I thought so too when I first heard about this. But like you, I’m

passionate about dogs, so it tweaked my curiosity and I was forced to
check this out. After all, I’m in the business of discovering natural
supplements for people and animals that are safe and go beyond what
modern medicine fails to offer.

And I have to tell you, you simply cannot imagine the tears of joy
DGP has brought to the dog owners I’ve shared this with. Hundreds of
heartwarming letters have poured into my office. Take a look at some
excerpts for yourself:

These results are typical and…

“After three days of DGP, our barn dog stopped crawling on his
elbows to get around and doesn’t whimper and cry with his rear
end stuck up in the sky.”

Emily M., Gadsden, AL

“I was thinking of putting “Wolf” down but after the first days
of using DGP, he ran 200 feet and is now walking two blocks
three times a day.”

George F., Dewey, AZ

“Ten-year-old Jessica hurt her hind leg three years ago and we
had to carry her and hold her up with a belt so she could go
potty. After one week on DGP you could see a difference and now
she runs up and down the stairs like an idiot. She is like a
puppy.”

Glenn C., Wausau, WI

“My twelve-year-old Bearded Collie mix, Rufus, was distant from
family activities. After only one week of taking DGP, he was
going out for walks, alert and social again!!!”

Esther W., Encintas, CA

“After my 10 yr. old Newfoundland slipped and re-injured her
arthritic hip, I gave her DGP and began to see a difference
within 2 days. Your product is god sent.”

Kat M., Hawthorne, NY
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The reason Dr. McKellar recommends DGP for your dog 
rather than the “not so pleasant” alternatives

If your dog is less active and doesn’t get around too well any
more, that’s pretty common. Millions of dogs around the world are
slowing down because of injury, heredity, and aging. And keep in mind
dogs just a few months old can develop leg, hip, and joint trouble
too. Most vets will give these dogs a prescription medication because
many still don’t know DGP is available.

But as the following story in the April 11, 2005 edition of USA
Today showed, giving prescription medications to dogs can lead to a
lot of heartache. This poor lady had given her sweet and beloved
Labrador retriever a common and powerful medication (her vet
prescribed it) because her dog was moving slower. It didn’t take long
before her dog started vomiting and had blood in his stool. Within 30
days he had to be put down. The lady said, “I had no earthly idea I
was killing my dog.”

What a tragic shame. The long-term consequences and risks of some
of these medications can lead to liver and kidney damage, vomiting,
depression, and diarrhea. But with DGP, that’s simply not going to
happen to your dog. And here’s something else you should know…

CAUTION: Are you giving your dog glucosamine…
but aren’t sure if it even works?

A study on 137 human patients reported in the October 2004 issue
of Arthritis and Rheumatism said this about glucosamine:“…it has no
benefit for maintenance and continued use is not effective to control
flare-ups.” That’s pretty blunt and to the point, don’t you think?

And researchers at Tufts-New England Medical Center recently
conducted a study of 18 people taking the commonly recommended amount
of glucosamine.1 They found that only a tiny amount was even absorbed
by the body—insufficient to provide benefits. So, huge quantities of
glucosamine need to be taken if there is any hope at all of providing
relief to the joints. But those necessary large doses may create
serious side effects. One of the researchers said the current
suggested amounts of glucosamine are safe…if people don’t mind that
they may be wasting their money.

And consider this. If you give
your dog glucosamine, it can take
up to 90 days for the effects to
take hold and begin to give your
dog relief…if it even works at
all. Ninety days for a dog is
like two years to a human being!
How would you like to wait two
years for your medication to kick
in if you had a bad back? 

Listen. I don’t mean to bad

“I use DGP in my clinic and on
my 11-year-old golden retriever
who has struggled with hip
dysplasia. After just two weeks
on DGP, she was able to jump in
the back of my utility vehicle,
something she hadn’t done in
over a year.” 

Dr. Van, DVM 
Des Moines, IA

1Annals of Rheumatic Disease, published online August 3, 2005.

as reported in USAToday
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mouth glucosamine. Maybe you’re giving it to your dog. I used to give
it to my dog too. Problem is, I was never convinced it was working
and I felt like I was just throwing my money away. And now these new
scientific studies are backing up what I worried about all along.  

Wouldn’t you want to make sure any tablets you’re giving your dog
actually work…especially without being harsh on your dog’s system like
the prescription medications can be? If you said yes, then you’re
going to be absolutely thrilled with what DGP will do for your dog. 

But I know you might still be skeptical
That’s okay. I like skeptical people. I’m the same way. So I’ve

enclosed a slip of paper in the envelope that says, I Don’t Believe
It. When you take a look in there I think you’ll be blown away.
You’ll see letters from people who work with dogs everyday. It’s
their business to know what works—and what doesn’t. 

You’ll also see what’s in DGP: The most powerful, most effective,
and most soothing plant sources for relief of aching joints that can
be found on planet Earth. And I’m offering you an opportunity to try
it on your dog without any risk whatsoever.

No-Risk 100% Money Back Guarantee
I don’t expect nor do I want you to take my word for anything I’ve

said today about DGP. Rather, I’m inviting you to put it to the test
on your own dog. Here’s how. Pick up the phone right now, call the
Toll-Free number at 1-800-714-8939, and order a supply of DGP for
your dog. Or send in the enclosed order form if you prefer.

When the DGP arrives, what you are going to do is this: Follow the
dose directions on the bottle. Give the DGP a few days to begin
flooding your dog’s body with relief. Within days, right before your
eyes, you should begin to notice a pleasant change in how your dog
acts.

But it could take a week or two before you see a dramatic
difference. So keep feeding the DGP for an entire 21 days. If you are
one of the very few people who doesn’t see an astounding change—the
puppy like behavior most other people report—then I insist on giving
you a complete and full refund. 

And you know what? I feel so strongly about DGP, let me say this:
I’ll give you your money back for any reason or no reason at all if
you don’t want to keep the DGP. Just send back up to one opened
bottle—even if it’s completely empty—and any unopened bottles and I’ll

“I don’t know where to start thanking you for the DGP.  How about
2 big, wet dog kisses?  Wow!  What a product!  Everything that you
stated about DGP is coming true. My 8-year-old mutt and 7-year-old
German Shepherd are like puppies again.”  

Jan C., Ohio
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personally guarantee you get a complete refund of your DGP purchase
price. Fair enough?  

But this is only the beginning. To celebrate your decision today
to give your dog a new lease on life…

I’ve decided to do something extra special for you…
Right now, to give your dog an opportunity to experience the

revitalizing effects of DGP, I’m offering you a savings of 15% ($6)
off the normal retail price of one bottle. And in addition, just for
trying DGP, if you order in the next 11 days, I’ll also let you
choose one of the following FREE gifts (see the enclosed flyer
describing these bonuses in detail):

4 A compact, 100,000-step pedometer. With this pedometer, you can
keep track of how far you go when your ”new puppy” starts taking
you for walks again. It’s good for you…and good for your dog.

4 Or an adjustable beam halogen flashlight that’ll be great to
have if you’re out walking with your dog when it’s dark outside.

Want to save even more? 
Call Toll Free 1-800-714-8939 and tell my

assistant you want to take advantage of the DGP
Convenience Plan. You’ll get an additional 15%
off for a total savings of 30% ($12 savings
per bottle). Plus by calling today you lock in
this savings and get FREE shipping and
handling…for life!

Also, if you call in and order and take advantage of the DGP
Convenience Plan within the next 11 days, I’ll give you both of the
above gifts for FREE! That’s right. I’ll give you both gifts and
they’re yours to keep. Here’s what you’re going to get if you call
right now and take advantage of the DGP Convenience Plan when you
order by credit card: 

4 A supply of DGP, the world’s most effective, most powerful, and
most soothing all-natural revitalizing formula for dogs that
have slowed down, are lame, or are in discomfort.

4 $12 savings off on every bottle of DGP.
4 The FREE 100,000-step pedometer. 
4 The FREE adjustable beam halogen flashlight. 
4 A No-Risk, 100% money back guarantee. If for any reason or no

reason at all you are not thrilled with your purchase of DGP,
you have a full 60 days to return it.

4 FREE shipping and handling for life.
4 A happier dog!

Don’t make your dog wait another day for relief—
Make it happen today!

DGP soothes aches and stiffness in a dog’s joints so they have a
much better quality of life and can participate fully in family

30 days from now your dog
can be nothing more than a
month older. Or, with DGP,
your dog can once again be
a happy, romping, active
member of the family again.
You decide.

Look…
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activities again. It’s easily absorbed and digested, there are no
known side effects, and there can be dramatic improvements in just
one week. 

I’ve been in the business of providing wholesome, natural healing
products for more years than I can remember. And I’ve never seen
anything like DGP…and I’ve never made an offer for any product like
the one I just made you. That’s because DGP really works and you risk
nothing to try it on your dog.

So please don’t put this off. Because your dog is as vulnerable as
a baby and is counting on you to make the right decisions for its
health. And just think. If DGP can work on a broken down, reclusive
old black lab like Dr. McKellar’s dog Tom, imagine the comfort it
could give your dog.

Thank you for taking the time to educate yourself about DGP—the
amazing scientific breakthrough that is making the world a better
place for dogs…and the people who love to live with them.

Sincerely,

Keith Collins
President, Harmony Co.

P.S. Remember…to claim BOTH FREE GIFTS and save 30% ($12) off
every bottle of DGP, call in and order by credit card within 11 days.
Tell my assistant you want the premium rate of the DGP Convenience
Plan and FREE shipping for life! So Call 1-800-714-8939 right now
while this letter is still in your hand. And get ready to hear that
clickety-clack of doggie toenails on the floor when your dog runs to
greet you when you get home.

P.P.S. The enclosed dog photo album is yours to keep with no
strings attached. The bond between a dog and human is so strong, I
wanted to make sure you had a place to display those wonderful
memories you’ve shared with your special friend.  

Also available
at PETCO

As seen in Dog & Kennel
and Dog Fancy Magazines:

Harmony Co.
P.O. Box 93 • Northvale, NJ 07647

www.TheHarmonyCo.com

            


